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About This Content

I know another story. I heard this one from Panik. There were two friends. One of them was a good fighter in Inupiaq games, and
a good hunter. One was a good swimmer. The two friends were brave. Whenever they would cross the sea, they would use only

willow as their boat paddles...

Spring has come to the Arctic and Nuna and Fox return in Never Alone: Foxtales -- the first expansion to 2014’s award-winning
indie hit Never Alone (Kisima Ingitchuna).

Travel across open seas, swim through the ruins of a sunken village and paddle up the Noatak River on a mission to rescue a
new friend. You’ll need all your wits and the skills of both companions to survive the dangers of the swirling currents, fierce

creatures and hidden underwater hazards of the Alaska coast. Only by working together can Nuna and Fox save their friend and
defeat an unexpected foe.

Foxtales features three all new levels full of environments to explore, puzzles to solve and enemies to face. Developed in
partnership with the Alaska Native community, Foxtales reminds us that some challenges are best faced together and that even

the smallest among us deserve respect.

Features

Take to the seas -- Climb aboard your umiaq (a sealskin canoe) and take to the waters of the coasts, rivers and lakes of
Northwest Alaska. Paddle through waves, ice floes and rapids or dive underwater and journey across the sea floor, inside
mysterious caverns and through a sunken village.
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Seek the help of the spirits and your companion -- Discover spirit helpers who can change the course of currents at
your command. Switch between Nuna and Fox in single player mode or play with a friend in local co-op mode.

Explore Alaska Native culture -- Foxtales includes five new unlockable Cultural Insight videos featuring members of
the Alaska Native community including the family of Willie Panik Goodwin, Sr., the storyteller whose tale of “The Two
Coastal Brothers” inspired the game.
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Title: Never Alone: Foxtales
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Upper One Games, E-Line Media
Publisher:
E-Line Media
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 @ 2.2GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5600+ @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 440 GT or Radeon HD 6570

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 or equivalent gamepad required for local co-op

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegian,Polish,Swedish,Simplified Chinese
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ERPIC MUSIC
:D. Many games do what this one does, and in those games the trading is only a side prospect. The games cost this much or less,
plenty of them are free.
This game might have been acceptable if it had multiplayer, it does not.
Star Traders RPG Elite has far more depth than this game, and is available as a free or $3 version. It is infinitely better than
this.. Random bad review reveal revoted.. So far I really like the non turn based co-op gameplay, will review more with more
time.. I'm a bassist and a huge Batman\/Jurassic Park fan
I've had a lot of fun with this, and I really encourage the devs to do more of this sort of thing. PLEASE??!??. It is an "all right
game". Story is weak, grafics... OK but not great. Soundtrack is good, and the gameplay is great ( if you want to feel a little bit
like spider man ). Overall I would say buy this game on sale.. Richard La Ruina is a wholesome and funny man who wants to get
you laid. He is England's wingman and respects everyone. I trust this man.

But there are people who do not like this man and hate this game. ProJared, a man who cheated on his wife, is one of them. I do
not trust this man.

So who's side are you on? Richard Lemieux's or HoJared's?. No settings, windowed mode, i did not like the graphics(seemed to
me old), could not get into the mood of the game, pointless walks without some information to guide me somehow.
  It was not a pleasant experience, so i quit trying.
  I do not recommend this game.
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A really good arcade rally game. Nice locations and tracks. Good choice of rally cars, especially the raid(dakar) cars and trophy
trucks. There are not so many games with those cars and we still need to wait for the dakar 18 game. Good optimization, solid
graphic, bad soundtrack. And 50 euros is too much. I bought it for 25 and that should be the right price for such a game.. This is
a great classic remastered, but at $15 I would probably wait until it's on sale. The free version of Witch's House is still available,
but this version has some advantages over it. The remastered graphics are a lot better than the original, and it adds to the overall
atmosphere of the game. "Extra mode" is the best addition though, as it gives you a new challenge to play through after the first
time that has harder puzzles and different monster locations.

Witch's House itself, like I said, is a classic. On the outside it might look like youtuber jumpscare bait, but I'd say the "horror"
aspect has never been the main draw of this game. It's got a spooky atmosphere and some good (although simple) puzzles for its
gameplay, but the main draw is the story. Again this part of the game is simple, but the fact that such a simple twist is still
memorable years later to me makes it worth revisiting for that reason alone. The truth behind the story is my favorite part of the
game, and this includes the many secrets in the house I didn't even know about when I first played the original all those years
ago  The extra books in the library - the identity of the cat - the hand in the pit - the snake room organs - etc. 

Again I would wait for a sale, or just play the original first before getting this one, but I'd say this version is worth it. To me it's
still one of the best rpg maker games as an atmospheric story with an incredible ending twist and secrets I never would have
thought of. It ranks up there with Yume Nikki, Ib, Space Funeral, etc.. Finally a tactics game that has a bigger area then a 4x4
box to fight in.
Pros-
- Being able to capture creatures and choose their upgrade path is really cool.
- AI seems pretty smart some run away when low HP and try to kite you. They use ability\u2019s when it hurts you the most.
- Tons of ability\u2019s to formulate your tactics from.
- Your town can lvl up and give harder quests which give better creatures and awards.
- Really big battles unlike most games of this type.
- Heros also have upgrade paths.
Cons-
- UI needs some work but is expected in an indie early release game.
- Some of the graphics could use some work but I\u2019m sure a lot of them are place holders due to being early access.

All in All the game is fun and can\u2019t wait to see how it turns out in the end.
. It's okay. You walk, you jump, you solve puzzles and you talk to a snail...

Best deal is getting it in a bundle though... I did

. Graphics: 10/10
gameplay: 9,8/10
story: 4/10

somewhat hard to play on realistic mode cause of the stall and vibration on the plane
joystick is recommended cause otherwise its a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to play this game. I was willing to give this a shot out of
fondness for the original, and a hopeful feeling left after watching the trailers, but it just felt sadly lacking.

Visually it has some good touches for game locked to a 2D plane, but it seems the developers mistakenly assumed that better
technology/base engines make for better games. The reason why Flashback and other similar 'chunky' platform adventure games
worked (like Blackthorne) was actually because of it's limitations. Because you had to be immobile to fire and could only do so
from a standing or crouching point, you had a firm grasp of the basics of combat. Because you had to get a short sprint before
you jumped to vault over gaps of certain sizes, or you had to be at a certain point underneith a ledge to try grab it, you could
gauge the input necessary at a moment's notice. This modern remake removes the limitations and attempts for a more free-
flowing experience, with full-rotating aim and more responsive controls, which sound great at first, but it removes a big part of
the foundation the adventure was built on : the rules of play. Rules are what define a game's challenge, and if you make them
more lax, then there has to be new challenges with a similar feeling of reward. Unfortunately, the floaty feeling from the
platforming and the more fluid motion and combat just make it feel watery in comparison.

This game falls into that pit between nostalgic form and new-wave revival. It achieves the strong points of neither, but seems to
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have accumulated some negatives from both. It's far from a terrible game and appears to be quite polished, but it just lacks any
real impact or immediate enjoyment beyond ticking objective boxes.. I have mixed feelings about this game, but I would not
recommend it.

Gameplay
The game begins as a simple farming game which introduces the controls to the player. I liked this portion of the game
the best, but I completely forgot what happens afterwards and was surprised. The levels began somewhat easy then got
more difficult and longer as they continued. Along with a chase scene in between. I feel as if the chase idea was
somewhat stolen from other games (such as Temple Run, Subway Surfer, etc.) I viewed it as 3 different game types
mashed into one short game. The stealth portion of the game got stressful due to the fact that I messed up at certain
parts, but certain checkpoints help you continue back to where you left off.

I am mainly upset at the fact majority of the screenshots displayed a farming game, but in reality that part lasted me
maybe 5 minutes. It was most likely easy to guess it wouldn't last long due to the fact of how small the starting map
was. If you explore it the only things you find is your farm and a small stand for the seeds. I wished the developers
would of included more screenshots of the stealth portion than to have screenshots of (most likely) the shortest portion
of the game.

The graphics are okay, not horrible but not the best. The coloring of the world is simple, no different shades really. As
for the music, as soon as I launched the game I noticed I had to turn it on myself and it was not enabled already. I am
unsure if it is like this for anyone else, but I played through the game without any sound. I went back and enabled it to
help me write this review. The main soundtrack though, seems quite annoying. The main beat is repeated and does not
change at all (I would recommend muting it to keep one's sanity.) Sound effects are not bad, better than the music. I
just think it's a tiny bit weird I can hear the river across the map as clear as I can next to it. Could be better.

Thoughts
Not really worth it. After I finished my save deleted. I wasn't even allowed to go back to my farm (;-;) which was kinda
disappointing. The puzzles were a bit annoying along with the fact since I played it all in one sitting it didn't save my
settings (example: windowed, resolution, etc.) which could maybe be annoying for people who might want to play it
again for the achievements. The game shouldn't be worth $3.99 and more so the price I bought it ($0.99). This game
makes me want Adeptus Titanicus in VR.
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